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Abstract
The paper describes several situations where the -invariants of a nitely generated module
over a commutative noetherian local ring can be computed. Open questions and problems are
discussed. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18G60; 18G99; 13H99; 13D25
1. Introduction
The present paper is a continuation of Martsinkovsky [6]. The goal is to provide
some modest tools for computing the -invariants of a nitely generated module M
over a commutative noetherian local ring (R;m; k). Recall that i(M) can be dened as
the dimension of the k-vector space of all homomorphisms from the ith syzygy module

iM of M to k that admit bounded liftings to some projective resolutions of the two
modules (see [7]). In view of this denition, it is tempting to say that the -invariant
measures the space of \maps of nite projective dimension". A natural question arises:
to what extent the intuition built on modules of nite projective dimension can be useful
for maps of nite projective dimension? The reader is cautioned against drawing hasty
analogies: the new invariants, as opposed to betti numbers, may have gaps, and the
obvious analog of the Euler characteristic may be negative. Yet, some of the features
are retained. This is shown in Sections 3 and 4 where we concentrate on the behavior
of those invariants under the reduction of the ring and=or of the module by a non-zero
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divisor. We show there that the -invariants behave exactly the same way as the betti
numbers. In Section 5 we completely determine the ’s of the modules which are
left-perpendicular to R. Under certain conditions, the ’s can be read o directly from
non-minimal complete resolutions. This is shown in Section 6. It should be remarked
that the problem of computing the -invariants in the utmost generality is far from
being solved, both in its algorithmic and asymptotic aspects. Moreover, even for a
given module over a non-Gorenstein ring, the problem of nite determinacy is wide
open, which leads to some important and intriguing questions. The precise statements
are collected in Section 7, where we also formulate and briey discuss a conjecture
concerning the behavior of maps from modules of nite projective dimension to the
residue eld. That conjecture is surprisingly reminiscent of the Canonical Element
Conjecture of Hochster (see [5]). A simple argument shows that it is true for spherical
modules.
The denition of  used in this paper is taken from Martsinkovsky [6]. This neces-
sitates the use of graded modules: a graded module is what is left of the resolution
when the dierential is forgotten. Unfortunately, the last statement is not true: what
is left is not a graded module but a Z-diagram in the category of R-modules. This
formal point of view is expounded in [8], but the added categorical formalities, if
adopted here, would make the exposition less readable. The proposed compromise is
as follows: we keep the graded modules in the picture but at the expense of their
non-homogeneous elements. More precisely, a graded module will be informally un-
derstood here as the totality of its homogeneous elements only, with no possibility to
add elements of dierent degrees.
Finally, a short linguistic remark. Throughout the text, the dry and uninspiring term
\quasiisomorphism" is replaced with the short, witty, and evocative \quism".
2. Preliminaries and notation
Throughout this paper R is a commutative noetherian local ring with maximal ideal
m and residue eld k. For R-modules M and N , the symbol R(M;N ), or simply (M;N ),
will denote HomR(M;N ). If M and N are graded R-modules then (M;N ) will denote the
graded module whose component of degree i consists of homogeneous maps M −! N
of degree i.
We want to recall the denition of the Vogel cohomology functors ExtR(−;−) (see
[6] for more details). Let PM −!M and PN −!N be projective resolutions of the
R-modules M and, respectively, N . Abusing the notation, we shall use PM to denote
the corresponding underlying graded module. The subset (PM ; PN )b of bounded homo-
geneous maps (a homogeneous map is called bounded if only nitely many compo-
nents of that map are non-zero) is a graded submodule of (PM ; PN ). The standard
formula
D(f) := @  f − (−1)jfjf  @
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makes (PM ; PN ) into a complex. It is immediate that D restricts to (PM ; PN )b making
it into a subcomplex of (PM ; PN ). The corresponding quotient complex will be of
fundamental importance to us.
Denition 1. (PM ; PN ) := (PM ; PN )=(PM ; PN )b.
Denition 2. Vogel cohomology ExtiR(M;N ) is dened as H−i((PM ; PN )) for each
i 2 Z. (In [6], we used overbar for the quotient complex and for its homo-
logy.)
Notice that, unlike the usual Ext, Vogel cohomology may be non-trivial in negative
degrees.
For each i 2 Z, the short exact sequence
0 −! (PM ; PN )b −! (PM ; PN ) −! (PM ; PN ) −! 0
yields, upon passing to the corresponding long cohomology exact sequence, a natural
transformation
Exti(−;−)) Exti(−;−):
For an R-module M , the -invariants are dened by the formula
i := dimk Ker(Exti(M; k) −! Exti(M; k)):
Let i(M) denote the ith betti number of M . The following properties of  are easily
veried (see [7]):
1. 0  i(M)  i(M) for all i  0.
2. i(M) = i(M) for all i  0 if p.d. M <1.
3. i(M qN ) = i(M) + i(N ) for all i  0.
4. If M −! N is an epimorphism, then (M)  (N ). (Henceforth  := 0.)
3. Reducing the module
Theorem 3. Let (R;m; k) be a commutative noetherian local ring; M a nitely gen-
erated R-module; x 2 R an M -regular element; and M :=M=xM . Then
i( M) = i(M) + i−1(M):
Proof. Let PM −! M be a projective resolution of M and Pk −! k a projective
resolution of k. The multiplication map in the short exact sequence 0 −! M x−!M −!
M −! 0 gives rise to the commutative diagram with the two upper rows exact
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[3, Section 2:6]:
The top row, viewed as a short exact sequence of graded modules, is split. Applying
to it the graded Hom-functor (−; Pk), we have the split exact sequence of graded
modules
0 −! (PM [− 1]; Pk) −! (Con(x); Pk) −! (PM ; Pk) −! 0
which gives rise to the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
0 0 0??y
??y
??y
0 −! (PM [− 1]; Pk)b −! (Con(x); Pk)b −! (PM ; Pk)b −! 0??y
??y
??y
0 −! (PM [− 1]; Pk) −! (Con(x); Pk) −! (PM ; Pk) −! 0??y 
??y 
??y
0 −! (PM [− 1]; Pk) −! (Con(x); Pk) −! (PM ; Pk) −! 0 ,??y
??y
??y
0 0 0 (1)
where the subscript b indicates the graded submodule of bounded maps, i.e., the sub-
module of the homogeneous maps with only nitely many non-zero components. Each
object in this diagram is a graded module. But the objects in the middle row are also
complexes and the submodules of bounded maps are subcomplexes. Therefore, this di-
agram is a commutative diagram in the category of complexes and chain maps. (Notice
that the middle row, viewed as a short exact sequence of complexes, is not split.)
We want to consider the long cohomology exact sequences corresponding to the two
bottom rows and show that the connecting homomorphism in each sequence is zero.
Step 1: Using the fact that the mapping cone commutes with the contravariant
Hom-functor up to (the inverse of) the shift functor, the middle row can be rewritten
as
0 −! −1(PM ; Pk) −! −1(Con(x; Pk)) −! (PM ; Pk) −! 0
which is a shift of the top row of the cone-cylinder diagram for
(x; Pk) : (PM ; Pk) −! (PM ; Pk) :f 7! f  x:
As a consequence, the connecting homomorphism in the corresponding long cohomol-
ogy exact sequence is H (x; Pk) [3, Section 2:7]. Since fx=xf for any f 2 (PM ; Pk)
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and since the multiplication by x on Pk , being a lifting of the zero endomorphism of
k, is a null-homotopic chain map, H (x; Pk)(f) = 0. This proves the desired claim for
the middle row.
Step 2: To prove the assertion for the bottom row, we choose an element f 2(PM ; Pk)
that represents a cycle in Hi(PM ; Pk) and pull it back to a homogeneous map ~f 2
(PM ; Pk). Then we extend ~f by 0 on PM [ − 1] to the homogeneous map [0; ~f]:
Con(x) −! Pk . By construction, ([0; ~f]) is a lifting of f to the complex (Con(x); Pk)
(see the diagram above). Since  is a chain map, we have that
@(Con(x); Pk )([0; ~f]) = @(Con(x); Pk )([0; ~f])
= 

@Pk  [0; ~f]− (−1)j[0; ~f]j[0; ~f] 

@PM 0
x @PM

= ([0; @Pk  ~f]− (−1)j ~fj[ ~f  x; ~f  @PM ])
= ([0; @Pk  ~f − (−1)j ~fj ~f  @PM ])− (−1)j ~fj([ ~f  x; 0])
= ([0; @(PM ; Pk ) ~f])− (−1)j ~fj([ ~f  x; 0]):
Since f is a cycle, @(PM ; Pk ) ~f is a bounded map and therefore the rst summand is
zero. The second summand can be identied with the element (−1)j ~fj( ~fx). Another
way of saying that f is a cycle is that ~f is a \chain map in high enough degrees".
Let n denote the degree such that ~f N commutes with the dierentials for all N  n.
The composition PM
x−!PM
~f−!Pk can be factored as PM
~f−!Pk x−!Pk . The latter
map x: Pk −! Pk is null-homotopic i.e., x = A@Pk + @PkA, where A: Pk −! Pk is a
degree one map of graded modules. Now we replace the components of x: Pk −! Pk
in degrees 0; : : : ; n−1 by zero, and the component of degree n by the degree n part of
@A thus obtaining a new chain map x0. It is easily checked that the composition x0  ~f
is a null-homotopic chain map, or, in other words x0 ~f is a boundary in (PM [−1]; Pk).
Because it diers from x  ~f= ~f x by a bounded map we have that (−1)j ~fj( ~f x) is
a also a boundary. This nishes the proof of the desired assertion for the bottom row.
As a result, we have, for each i, the commutative diagram with exact rows and
columns:
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where the top row is the sequence of the kernels and the bottom row is the sequence
of the cokernels.
Step 3: We want to show that the map K2 −! K3 in the above diagram is surjective.
Let f 2 (PM ; Pk) be a bounded chain map. The map Pk x−!Pk is null-homotopic, i.e.,
there exists a degree one map A 2 (Pk; Pk) such that x = A@Pk + @PkA. It is easily
checked that the homogeneous map [Af; f] 2 (Con(x); Pk) is in fact a chain map.
Moreover, since f is bounded, [Af; f] is also bounded, and therefore is in K2. By
construction, its image in K3 is f, i.e., the map K2 −! K3 is indeed surjective.
Finally, since Con(x) is a projective resolution of M , we have the desired formula
simply by counting the dimensions of the k-vector spaces Ki and by using the snake
lemma.
Corollary 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3;
nR(M) = (−1)n
nX
j=0
(−1) jjR( M)
for all i  0.
Proof. Induction on n.
The just obtained relations can be codied by using generating functions. Let KRM (t)
(or simply KM (t) when the ring R is unambiguously identiable) be the power se-
ries over Z whose coecient by ti is i(M). Of course, KM (t) is always in N[jtj],
the additive submonoid consisting of the series with non-negative coecients. If the
ring R is Gorenstein then i(M) = 0 for any nitely generated modules M and any
i> codepthM := depth R−depthM ; hence all KM (t) are polynomials and their degrees
are bounded above by depth R.
The obtained results can now be stated as follows.
Proposition 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3; K M (t) = (t + 1)KM (t).
Corollary 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3; K M (t)=0 if and only if KM (t)=0.
We say that an R-module N admits a deformation if there is an R-module M and a
non-zero divisor x on M such that N is isomorphic to M :=M=xM .
Corollary 7. If an R-module N admits a deformation then KN (t) is divisible by (t+1)
in N[jtj].
The last result is a partial generalization to arbitrary local rings of a result (stated
in terms of maximal Cohen{Macaulay approximations) of Auslander{Ding{Solberg
proved for Gorenstein local rings [2, Section 5].
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4. Reducing the ring and the module
Theorem 8. Let (R;m; k) be a commutative noetherian local ring; M a nitely gener-
ated R-module; x 2 R an element regular on both R and M; R :=R=xR and M :=M=xM .
Then iR(M) = 
i
R
( M) for all i  0.
Proof. For the rest of this paper the symbol PRM will be used to denote a projective
resolution of the module M over the ring R. Similar notation will be used for other
rings and modules.
Lifting the identity map on k we obtain a quism s :PRk −! P Rk of complexes of
R-modules. By [3, Proposition 4, Section 5:2] it gives rise to a quism
 : (PRM ; P
R
k ) −! (PRM ; P Rk ):
On the other hand, the reduction map PRM −! PRM ’ P RM (the isomorphism holds since
x is regular on both R and M) gives rise to a morphism
 : (P RM ; P
R
k ) −! (PRM ; P Rk )
of complexes of R-modules.
I claim that  is also a quism. Indeed, applying the functors R(−; P Rk ) and R(−; k)
to the short exact sequence of complexes of R-modules
0 −! PRM x−!PRM −! PRM −! 0
we obtain the commutative diagram with exact rows and with the vertical maps induced
by the quism P Rk −! k:
0 −! (P RM ; P
R
k )
−! (PRM ; P Rk )
(x; P Rk )−! (PRM ; P Rk );??y
??y
??y
0 −! (P RM ; k) −! (PRM ; k)
(x; k)−! (PRM ; k):
The rightmost map in the bottom row is zero and therefore the preceding map is an
isomorphism. By [3], the vertical maps are quisms. This yields the desired claim.
As a result, we have the following diagram of quisms:
(PRM ; P
R
k )
−!(PRM ; P Rk )  −(P RM ; P
R
k ):
(We have just reproved the known fact that ExtR(M; k) ’ ExtR( M; k).) Since  and 
send bounded maps to bounded maps, it suces to show that for any bounded chain
map from the middle complex, its preimages under  and  are homotopic to bounded
chain maps.
For the morphism  this is obvious since, on the contravariant side, the reduction
map PRM −! PRM ’ P RM is surjective.
To prove the statement for the morphism  = (PRM ; s), we shall produce a special
quism s that will allow us to say more about . First, we need a special resolution
of k over R. For that we could take the resolution constructed by Shamash (see [9]).
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However, the Shamash construction is primarily geared toward obtaining explicit rela-
tions between higher homotopies, the information that is not needed for our purpose.
This allows to simplify the construction as follows. Notice that the homology of PRk
is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1, with each component being isomorphic to k. By
mapping a generator of the degree 0 part of PRk to a generator of the homology of P
R
k
in degree 1, then lifting that map to the complexes, and passing to the mapping cone
of the lifting, we obtain a complex whose homology is concentrated in degrees 0 and
2 with each component being isomorphic to k. Repeating this process of \purging" the
homology in positive degrees innitely many times, we obtain a projective resolution
P Rk . As a graded module, it is isomorphic to
PRk qPRk [− 2]qPRk [− 4]q : : : :
Notice that the rst summand, PRk , is an honest subcomplex of P
R
k , whence the inclusion
of complexes PRk
i−!P Rk . We now dene the chain map s as the composition
s := i  r : PRk r−!PRk
i−!P Rk ;
where r is the reduction modulo x. Clearly, s is a quism
Let f :PRM −! PRk be a chain map such that s  f is a bounded chain map. By
construction, r  f : PRM −! PRk must also be a bounded chain map. This means that
f eventually factors through x, or, in other words, there exists a homogeneous map
g : PRM −! PRk of graded modules such that f = x  g in high enough degrees. Since
x is regular on R, this also means that g is a chain map in high enough degrees
or, equivalently, @(PRM ;PRk )(g) is a bounded map of graded modules. The chain map
x : PRk −! PRk is null-homotopic, i.e.,
x = @(PRk ; PRk )(B) = @PRk  B+ B  @PRk ;
where B :PRk −! PRk is a degree 1 map of graded modules. Therefore
x  g= @(B)  g= @(B)  g+ B  @(g)− B  @(g) = @(B  g)− B  @(g);
i.e., x  g diers from the bounded map −B  @(g) by a boundary. But f diers from
x  g by a bounded map and therefore f diers from a bounded map by a boundary.
This means that f is homotopic to a bounded chain map.
Combining Theorems 3 and 8 and Corollary 4, we have the following results, also
generalizing the results of Auslander{Ding{Solberg proved for Gorenstein local rings
(see [2, Section 5]).
Corollary 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8
nR( M) = (−1)n
nX
j=0
(−1) jjR( M):
Corollary 10. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8
nR( M) = 
n
R( M) + 
n−1
R
( M):
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Corollary 11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8
KRM (t) = (t + 1)K
R
M (t) = (t + 1)K
R
M (t):
5. Modules which are left-perpendicular to R
In this section we completely determine the -invariants for the modules which are
left-perpendicular to R, i.e., for the modules M satisfying Extn(M;R)=0 for all n  1.
Over a Gorenstein ring, these are exactly the maximal Cohen{Macaulay modules. The
-invariant, mentioned in [6], of such a module is zero in any positive degree and in
degree zero it is equal to the rank of the largest free summand of the module. The
latter follows immediately from the denition of a Cohen{Macaulay approximation,
whereas the former follows from the fact that syzygy modules of a maximal Cohen{
Macaulay module have no free summands. The theorem we are about to prove extends
this observation to arbitrary local rings.
Theorem 12. Let M be a nitely generated R-module such that Extn(M;R) = 0 for
all n  1. Then i(M) = 0 for all i  1 and (M) is the rank of the largest free
summand of M .
Proof. Let P −! M and Q −! k be projective resolutions of M and, respectively,
k. Suppose rst that i(M) 6= 0 for some i  1. Then there exists a bounded chain
map f : P[− i] −! Q that is not null-homotopic. The chain map (f; R) : (Q; R) −!
(P[ − i]; R) is zero in low enough (in the homological notation) degrees, or, in other
words, (f; R) is a lifting of the zero map. The complex (Q; R) is a complex of pro-
jectives concentrated in non-positive degrees and, since Extn(M;R) = 0 for all n 
1, the complex (P[ − i]; R) is exact in non-positive degrees. Hence, by the homo-
topy uniqueness of liftings, (f; R) is null-homotopic, and therefore ((f; R); R) is also
null-homotopic. Without loss of generality, we may assume that P and Q consist of
nitely-generated projectives; with this assumption ((f; R); R) is isomorphic to f and
therefore f is also null-homotopic, a contradiction.
To prove the second assertion, it suces, by properties 2 and 3 of  (see Section
2), to show that (M)= 0 if M has no free summands. Suppose that f :P −! Q is a
bounded chain map that is not null-homotopic (the last condition is equivalent to the
non-vanishing of the induced map M −! k). Let P0 be the augmented complex P and
f0 : P0 −! Q the unique extension of f. Replacing, in the previous argument, P by
P0 and f by f0, setting i = 0 and assuming, without loss of generality, that Q0 = R
we have the diagram
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where f0 =
s0+s1@1 is a split injection, and  denotes (−; R). Dualizing this diagram
we obtain another diagram
where e is the canonical evaluation map, the top square is commutative, and the com-
position of the vertical maps is an epimorphism (because M −! k is an epimorphism).
Again, without loss of generality, we may assume that @1 is a projective cover of the
maximal ideal. By Nakayama’s lemma, the map s0 e is an epimorphism, and therefore,
contrary to the assumption, M must have a free summand.
6. (Non-minimal) complete resolutions
In this section we shall show that, under certain conditions, the -invariants can be
read o directly from a (generally non-minimal) complete resolution of the module.
This result also has a prototype related to the -invariant over a Gorenstein ring R.
Recall that, over such a ring, a projective resolution PM of a non-free maximal Cohen{
Macaulay module M and the R-dual of a projective resolution of the R-dual of M can
be spliced together into a doubly innite exact complex of projectives C, called a
complete resolution of M , whose R-dual is also exact. See Section 2 of Martsinkovsky
[6] for more details. The remarkable fact here is that the obtained exact complex of
projectives is not contractible! Moreover, it can be shown [6] that there is a chain
map from the complete resolution of M to the projective resolution of M and that,
by adding a contractible complex of projectives to the complete resolution, the map
can be made surjective. As a result, we have a short exact sequence of complexes
0 −! L −! C −! PM −! 0, where L is bounded above. (The reader familiar with
the concept of G-dimension will immediately recognize that the existence of such a
sequence is equivalent to the niteness of G-dimM .) Another way of obtaining such
a sequence was given in [4] (see p. 367), where it was also shown (see Lemma 2:3)
that the -invariants of M are the ranks of the graded pieces of the dierential dC .
Our next goal is to extend this result to arbitrary local rings.
Proposition 13. Let M be a nitely generated R-module; PM −! M a minimal pro-
jective resolution of M; and
0 −! L −! C f−!PM −! 0 (2)
an exact sequence of complexes; where L is a bounded above complex whose dier-
ential modulo the maximal ideal m is zero; and (C; @) is an exact complex of nitely
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generated projective R-modules whose R-dual (C; R) is exact. Then
i(M) = rk(@i ⊗ k) for all i
Proof. As is in Vogel’s construction (see [6]), the split-exact sequence (2) of graded
modules gives rise, in the category of complexes, to the following commutative diagram
with exact rows and columns:
0 0 0??y
??y
??y
0 −! (PM ; Pk)b −! (C; Pk)b −! (L; Pk)b −! 0??y
??y
??y
0 −! (PM ; Pk) (f; Pk )−! (C; Pk) −! (L; Pk) −! 0??y 
??y 
??y
0 −! (PM ; Pk) g−! (C; Pk) −! (L; Pk) −! 0??y
??y
??y
0 0 0
:
By denition, i(M) = dimKerHi(). Since (L; Pk) = 0, the map g, and hence H (g),
is an isomorphism. Since (C; Pk)b is isomorphic to the exact complex (C; R)⊗ Pk , the
map H () is an isomorphism. It follows that KerH () = KerH (f; Pk). To compute
the latter, we apply the functor (−; k) to sequence (2). The quism Pk −! k gives rise
to the commutative diagram
0 −! (PM ; Pk) (f; Pk )−! (C; Pk) −! (L; Pk) −! 0??y
??y
??y
0 −! (PM ; k) (f; k)−! (C; k) −! (L; k) −! 0
whose vertical maps are quisms by Bourbaki [3, Proposition 4, Section 5:2]. It fol-
lows that KerH (f; Pk) is isomorphic to KerH (f; k). The canonical functorial epi-
morphism − − ⊗ k dened on R-modules gives rise to the functorial isomorphism
(−⊗ k; k) (−; k). As a consequence, we have the commutative diagram
whose vertical maps are isomorphisms. Therefore, KerH (f; k) can be computed as the
image of the connecting homomorphism in the long cohomology exact sequence of the
bottom row. Under this homomorphism, a cycle c :Li−1 ⊗ k −! k is extended to a
homogeneous map c0 :Ci−1 −! k on which @i−1(C⊗k; k) is evaluated. Since the dierential
of L⊗ k is zero, any map Li−1 ⊗ k −! k is a cycle in (L⊗ k; k) and, therefore, any
map Ci−1⊗k −! k is a lifting of a cycle in (L⊗k; k). It follows that the image of the
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connecting homomorphism in Hi(PM ⊗ k; k) is represented by the image of @i−1(C⊗k; k).
The latter consists of all maps of the form c0  @iC⊗k = c0  (@i ⊗ k) and therefore
coincides with the row space of @i ⊗ k. Since the boundaries of PM ⊗ k are trivial by
assumption, we have the desired result.
Remark 1. Writing the dierential of C as
@P 0
f @L

and using the fact that the dierentials @P and @L were assumed to vanish modulo the
maximal ideal, we conclude that i(M) = rk(fi ⊗ k).
7. Open questions and a conjecture
The behavior of \maps of nite projective dimension" and, more specically, that of
the -invariants over non-Gorenstein rings has not been systematically studied. Below
we list some open questions and a conjecture about such maps. As before, (R;m; k)
is a commutative noetherian local ring, mod-R is the category of nitely generated
R-modules, and M 2 mod-R. For a map f :M −! k we set
v(f) := inffn j there exists a lifting f of f such that fn+1 = 0g:
Let V (M)(M; k) be the vector subspace consisting of maps M −! k that admit
bounded liftings (for some choice of the projective resolutions). Since V (M) is nite
dimensional, the number
v(M) := supfv(f) jf 2 V (M)g
is nite. This number can be interpreted as the smallest number n such that no map
f 2 (M; k), all of whose liftings are non-zero in degree n + 1, admits a bounded
lifting.
Question A. Is the number
g(R) := supfv(M) jM 2 mod-Rg
nite?
In the case when R is Gorenstein we can answer this question in the armative.
Proposition 14. If R is Gorenstein; then v(M)  codepthM . In particular; g(R) 
depth R.
Proof. If M is a maximal Cohen{Macaulay module, then Exti(M;R) = 0 for i  1.
Because of that, any bounded lifting of f :M −! k can be made zero starting in
degree 1. Therefore v(M)=0. If M is an arbitrary module, then the lth syzygy module
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of M , where l is the codepth of M , is maximal Cohen{Macaulay, and the desired
result follows by the dimension shift.
The number g(R) is an obvious analog of the nitistic global dimension of R. It
is natural to ask whether, for regular local rings, this number is the nitistic global
dimension of R. An easy answer is provided by
Proposition 15. Let R be regular local of dimension d. Then v(k) = d.
Proof. Since gl. dim. R = d, it is clear that v(k)  d. On the other hand, assuming
that v(k)<d implies that the identity map on k has a lifting that vanishes in degree
d. Using the same argument as in the second half of the proof of Theorem 12 we
conclude that k must have a free summand, a contradiction.
Corollary 16. If R is a regular local ring then g(R) = n: gl: dim: R.
Motivated by this result we now pose
Question B. Is the nitistic global dimension of an arbitrary commutative noetherian
local ring R equal to g(R)?
Surprisingly, even for a module M of nite projective dimension it seems very di-
cult to determine the number v(M). A possible answer may be given by the following
conjecture.
Conjecture C. Let M be an indecomposable nitely generated R-module of nite pro-
jective dimension n and f 2 (M; k) a non-zero homomorphism. Let fn denote a lifting
of f to the degree n parts of some projective resolutions for M and k (the resolutions
and the lifting can be chosen in an arbitrary way). Then fn 6= 0.
Recall [1, Denition 2:35] that a module M of nite projective dimension n is said
to be spherical if Exti(M;R) = 0 for i 6= 0 and i 6= n.
Proposition 17. Let M be an indecomposable nitely generated spherical R-module.
Then Conjecture C is true for M .
Proof. The proposition is obviously true for projective modules. We now assume that
M is not projective. Suppose f 2 (M; k) admits a bounded lifting that vanishes in
degree n := p.d. M . Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 12 we con-
clude that M must have a projective summand. By assumption, M is indecomposable,
hence projective, contrary to the assumption.
Another surprising feature of Conjecture C is that it has a non-empty intersection
with the Canonical Element Conjecture of Hochster (see [5]). The latter is known to
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be true for Cohen{Macaulay rings [5]. As a consequence, we have
Proposition 18. Let R be a Cohen{Macaulay local ring and x1; : : : ; xn a system of
parameters of R. Then Conjecture C is true for R=(x1; : : : ; xn).
Finally, we shall pose two questions about the asymptotic behavior of the -invariants.
For a given R-module M , let
s(M) := supfi j i(M) 6= 0g:
Question D. Is the number s(M) nite for any M?
Question E. If the answer to the previous question is \yes", is the number supfs(M) j
M 2 R-modg nite?
Partial answers to these questions are provided by
Proposition 19. Let R be a Gorenstein local ring. Then
s(M)  codepthM:
As a consequence;
supfs(M) jM 2 R-modg  depth R
Proof. It follows directly from the denition of the -invariant that i(M) = (
iM),
where 
iM denotes the ith syzygy module of M . If i = codepthM , then 
iM is a
maximal Cohen{Macaulay module and therefore Extn(
iM; R) = 0 for all n  1. The
desired result now follows from Theorem 12.
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